NARCONON SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA STUDENT RULES

1. No threats or acts of violence. We are not to hurt anyone in the facility. This means no hitting someone, punching walls or hurting animals. No threats of doing any physical harm to anyone. Assault on a staff member or a student is considered grounds for immediate dismissal from the program.

2. I agree not to buy, sell, possess, use or bring any illegal drugs and or alcohol inside the facility or anywhere while I am involved with the Narconon Program. Violation of this rule is cause for immediate dismissal from the program without refund.

3. I agree not to buy, sell possess or use illegal drugs and/or alcohol while I am involved with the Narconon Program, while I am outside the facility or influence any other residents to do so.

4. I understand that I can be drug tested at any time, or as ordered by the Ethics Officer.

5. ALL legally prescribed medications will be held for me by staff and given out only as directed.

6. I understand that if I threaten or attempt to sue, attack, harm or undermine Narconon Southern California, Inc., I may be evicted without the possibility of a refund.

7. I understand that if I leave without permission my bed will be held for me at the regular cost for a period of one week. All monies on my account will be held for me for further services. Furthermore, I understand that if I leave Narconon for whatever reason any personal property will be kept secure for a period of thirty (30) days, afterwards Narconon will not be held responsible as to the disposition of the property.

8. I understand that if I leave without permission as stated in #7 above, I will have to complete an ethics cycle to restart my program.

9. You can write and receive letters that you want from people supportive of your treatment. Your letters must be opened in front of the Ethics Officer. Mail pick-up for students is at lunch and at dinner.

10. There will be frequent room searches done at any time the staff deems it necessary for the safety of the rest of the group.

11. Part of the program requires that the student do jobs around the house. You will be given a daily station. We have found this to help keep your attention off drugs and other problems you may be experiencing. You are to keep your room clean, bed made, etc. You may also be asked to do dishes.

12. NO FOOD OR DRINK OF ANY KIND ALLOWED IN STUDENT ROOMS.

13. No TV sets are allowed in the student's rooms.

14. You are to be in bed by 11pm and lights out at 11:30pm. Breakfast is between 7:45am and 8:20am. You are to be dressed and your room clean by 8:20am and report to student muster at 8:20am. Assigned cleaning stations are to be completed by 9:00am. Student roll call and course promptly at 9am. Do not be late.
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15. You are to stick to the program schedule.

16. Students must be well groomed, showered and appropriately dressed every day. T-shirt, shorts and appropriate nightwear are required.

17. NO SMOKING IN STUDENT ROOMS.

18. No sexual activity of any kind will be permitted by students or between students and staff. This is a state law and violations will be dealt with by immediate dismissal without refund.

19. No loud music or noises during the day or night in any area. Course is going on as well as sessions.

20. No males are allowed to enter the female living spaces and no females are allowed to enter male living spaces under any circumstances.

21. No gambling.

22. No student may leave without permission.

23. Students must be with a staff member when leaving the facility. Students must sign in and out at reception.

24. No student may leave the facility during the Purification leg of the program. There may be exceptions to this rule and it is up to the Ethics Officer to decide.

25. The roof is off limits after 9pm.

26. NO NATTERING (Definition of: to find fault in, to complain, to gossip.)

27. No conversations dealing with drugs, past history, etc. This can be re-stimulating to students. No group meetings.

28. The phone is to be used only during lunch, dinner and after course. There is a 15 minute time limit for your calls. Please be considerate of other students who want to use the phone.

29. HAVING KNOWLEDGE OF ANYONE BREAKING ANY OF THESE RULES AND NOT WRITING IT UP WILL BE TREATED AS IF YOU HAVE BROKEN THE RULE YOURSELF.

30. In the case of an out-ethics situation regarding a student does arise, coming clean and admitting to such actions will greatly reduce any penalty thereof.

31. Continual breaking of these rules will result in your being asked to leave the Narconon Program.

32. Speak courteously to our neighbors. No swearing or loud noises allowed.

33. Stay off the neighbor's property completely. This includes the carport area, alley and red concrete pillars, walls, etc.

34. Dispose of all cigarette butts in the butt pots provided. If you see a butt elsewhere pick it up and get it to the trash or butt pot.
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35. Keep carport area and alley quiet. No loud voices or music, no playing of sports, etc.

36. Keep the front gate to the beach closed. It helps to keep sand from blowing down the neighbor's walkway.

37. I agree to abide by the rules of the facility and the contents of the admissions agreement. I also understand that failure to do so can result in the termination of my program.

38. Students are not to have more than $10 cash on their person at any time and are not allowed to have credit cards either on their person or on the premises. Any credit cards found will be sent either to the student's home or his family.

NOTE: It sometimes comes up that a legal problem or a real emergency will occur in which case the situation will be reviewed by the Ethics Officer for a specific handling on a condition with family.

NOTE: If a situation arises that a student needs to leave and is going to miss course time it is up to that student to propose a solution on how to make up that missed course time before he or she is allowed to leave or get permission.

NOTE: In order to leave the facility for an extended period of time the student must fill out a Request to Leave form and this is to be done 7 days in advance.

NOTE: Students can earn privileges while doing the program. It is up to the Ethics Officer to decide when a student is allowed these privileges.

WHAT YOU CAN BRING

- SWIMWEAR
- SANDALS
- SNEAKERS, SHOES
- SHORTS
- T-SHIRTS
- JEANS
- SWEATS
- SWEATSHIRTS
- SLEEPWEAR
- UNDERWEAR
- MAKE UP ITEMS
- TOILETRIES
- ALCOHOL FREE MOUTHWASH
- CD PLAYER/CDs
- BOOKS
- HOBBIES OR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
- LAPTOP COMPUTER (no internet access)
- CIGARETTES
- PHONE CARD
- CASH/WILL BE HELD IN A SAFE BY STAFF

WHAT YOU CAN NOT BRING
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RETURN AIRLINE TICKET
TELEVISION
CELL PHONE
PAGER
MOUTHWASH CONTAINING ALCOHOL
ASPIRIN/TYLENOL/ETC.
OVER THE COUNTER DRUGS
CREDIT CARDS
PETS
AUTOMOBILES
PORNOGRAPHY